Rochester Stands Up for Peace!

Let us join with people around the country and the world
And call for
An End to Senseless Wars

Saturday, January 25, 2020
Washington Square Park
Rochester, NY
2:30 PM

The horrors inflicted by our military on the peoples of the Middle East, and the perversity of spending the majority of our resources on killing people somewhere else rather than building our own society to support a good life here is bringing us to a pivotal moment, a very dangerous moment. The people need to have a voice in this moment. We need to tell the government and the powerful that we don’t want any new wars.

ROC for Peace!
No War Against Iran! No Sanctions On Iran!
Peace and Prosperity for All!

This call to action is sponsored by: United National Antiwar Movement (UNAC), Answer Coalition, CodePink, World Beyond War, Veterans for Peace, Dorothy Day Catholic Worker, and many, many more ...

To see a list of endorsers and actions planned in the US and around the globe:
http://nepajac.org/jan25actions.htm